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Vachel Lindsay on His Way Home 

Nicholas Vachel Lindsay (1879-1931) 

 
 [With some frequency, Lindsay sent letters to the Springfield newspapers, 

especially to the Illinois State Register. The following letter was published in the Register 

(“Weekly Edition,” November 1, 1912), p. 6, under the title “Vachel Lindsay on His 
Way Home.” A subtitle reads: “Having Walked to California He Intended Leaving 
San Francisco for Springfield by Train Oct. 23—Tells of His Trip on Foot.”  (In 
fact, Lindsay walked to Wagon Mound, New Mexico, where he, in his words, “lost his 

nerve,” quit his tramp, wired home for money, and purchased a train ticket to Los 

Angeles.)  On a copy of this article included in the Lindsay collection at the University of 

Southern California Library, Lindsay made two corrections: these are included in 

brackets below. Several other typographical errors have also been corrected. Dennis 

Camp, Ed.] 

 

 

 Berkeley, Cal., Oct. 21, [1912].—Editor State Register:  My adventures on my 

present trip as a walking beggar are of no special importance, but since a great number of 

my friends in my home town have written expressing interest as to the details, I send you 

a summary of the outward facts of the trip. Of course it was a really solemn affair with 

me, undertaken for all sorts of personal reasons which shall appear, I hope, in time in my 

more deliberate writings, but since even our most serious affairs have their quaint 

aspects, I am perfectly reconciled to the fact that there is humor in the following 

chronicle. No man smiles at it more than I. To begin, we must have a properly humble 

sense of humor. Then maybe we can get to the really serious matters. 

 I have merrily distributed my drawings of the Village Improvement Parade, the 

sacred [creed] called the Gospel of Beauty, and the booklet called “Rhymes to Be Traded 

For Bread.” I have recited with a mixture of scolding and solemn exhortation several of 

my poems which I thought embodied “The Gospel of Beauty.” I have given this brief 

entertainment on the steps of hotels after supper; in the harvest field; to an English class 

in a California college; to a house full of prim invited guests; after dinner on the farmers’ 

tables; in lonely crossroads groceries to loafers; in the dark to the assembled cowboys on 

alfalfa and cattle ranches; to country editors in their sanctums.  [Note 1] 

 Some of these people liked the entertainment; some of them did not. 

 I return home with an infinite number of notes, enough to keep me busy writing 

for many a day. Every farmer I have talked to half an hour has told me his most intimate 

family history, beginning with Genesis and ending with Revelation. 
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 I have picked cherries in Missouri, pulled beets and weeded onions in Colorado; 

harvested wheat, alfalfa, barley and oats in Kansas. I have cut weeds, hoed corn, worked 

in the header-barge, driven mules, horses and bronchos, and never driven them well. I 

saw one broncho that refused to be broken killed before my eyes. I have raked leaves, 

shelled peas and split all the kindling there was to split, winding up with shoveling dirt 

and heaving coal for a man in California.  [Note 2] 

 From Springfield, Ill., to Wagon Mound, N. Mex., where the experiment officially 

ended, I walked and abstained from money, sending home immediately any wages I 

received. 

 I have been in excellent health, and generally in high spirits, owing, I suppose, to 

the outdoor air. 

 I have slept on a pile of salt sacks in a roaring rain in a leaky stable with six 

amiable kittens for company, and slept well. I ask the pardon of all good sheltered souls 

for revealing such a matter, but I have slept with the ant, the flea and the rest. In Illinois I 

met Mr. Bite-Bite; in Missouri Mr. Crawl-Crawl and Mr. Jump-Jump; in Kansas and 

Colorado Mr. Pinch-Pinch, and in New Mexico the whole family. I have slept on hard 

floors covered with kerosene to keep the ants away, and they did not keep away: I have 

slept peacefully on gar[a]ge floors and on the floors of blacksmith shops, I have sat up all 

night in chairs in way-stations. I have slept on rain-soaked haystacks, on the office floors 

of livery stables wrapped up in horse blankets and in barn lofts wrapped up in buggy 

robes. 

 Till my begging trip ended I abstained from the railroad train, and of course never 

used the box car or the blind baggage. I have been picked up by handcars, automobiles 

and farmers’ wagons, especially the latter. Many’s the farmer has told me the sad story of 

his life for ten miles, behind a slow mule team. I have interviewed and recited to about a 

thousand people and given away about two thousand pieces of printed matter. I think I 

made a friend of every one I met. At least no one was cross. 

 The trip, of course, had a serious import, which cannot be dwelt upon in a hasty 

summary, but which I hope my Springfield friends will view with due openmindedness, 

when it comes out in print from time to time. I have lost my biggest note-book in the 

midst of a cassava field in southern California. A cassava is an exquisite and juicy variety 

of musk melon.  [Note 3] 

 But I have yet enough notes to keep me busy for ages. I have written, among other 

things, fifty poems on the moon. Some of these are good, and some are not. 

NICHOLAS VACHEL LINDSAY, 

Berkeley, Cal. 

 

     I will probably take the train for home Wednesday, the 23rd. 

 

 

 [A brief article in the Register (October 30, 1912, p. 12) reports that Vachel 

Lindsay arrived home on Sunday, October 27.] 
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Notes 

[Note 1] For “The Village Improvement Parade” and Rhymes to Be Traded for Bread, see 

The Poetry of Vachel Lindsay, ed. Dennis Camp, pp. 258-264 and pp. 105 ff. “The 

Gospel of Beauty” is published in Lindsay’s Adventures While Preaching the Gospel of 

Beauty (1914), reprinted in The Prose of Vachel Lindsay, ed. Dennis Camp, pp. 153 ff. 

 The English class was taught by Professor [Elias] Olan James, at Mills College in 

Oakland, California.  Professor James and his wife hosted Lindsay during the month of 

July, 1912. See Edgar Lee Masters, Vachel Lindsay: A Poet in America (1935), pp. 247-

248; Marc Chénetier, ed., Letters of Vachel Lindsay, p. 73; and Lindsay’s “A Word on 

California, Photoplays, and Saint Francis,” the preface to The Golden Whales of 

California (1920), reprinted in Poetry of Vachel Lindsay, pp. 937-939. 

[Note 2] The feisty “broncho” made a deep impression on Lindsay and led to one of his 

better poems: “The Broncho That Would Not Be Broken,” Poetry of Vachel Lindsay, pp. 

313-314. 

[Note 3] An anonymous Good Samaritan mailed the lost notebook to Springfield 

sometime after this letter. The book is now collected in the Clifton Waller Barrett Library 

at the University of Virginia’s Alderman Library. 

 

 


